Introduction
The molecular basis of enzymatic catalysis is of broad interest, with implications for biocatalyst design and drug development. The abundance of detailed threedimensional structures and investigational methods provide newly addressable aspects of enzymatic function. We are interested in the importance of protein motion, and particularly correlated motions, to catalysis. The underlying premise is that proteinsolvent interactions are converted into peptide motions, resulting in the transient stabilization of active site elements with preferred reactivities(1;2).
Recent studies have provided highly suggestive evidence for this concept.
Molecular dynamics investigations of dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) demonstrate that
strong coupled motions in the reactive complex disappear in the product complexes, indicating that these motions may be linked to catalysis (1) . Mutants that alter the kinetics of particular catalytic steps are concentrated within segments of the protein structure shown to participate in highly correlated motions (1) . Solid state NMR and solution NMR relaxation studies have measured substrate and protein dynamics that are matched to the turnover-time of the respective enzymes (3) . Studies of hydrogen and electron tunneling during enzyme catalysis provide further evidence for the importance of protein dynamics to catalytic events at the active site(4;5).
Molecular dynamic simulations of catechol O-methyltransferase and M.HhaI
DNA methyltransferase provided initial evidence for correlated motions within the active sites of these enzymes(6;7). We sought to test the importance to catalysis of motions made by specific distal residues (His 127 (8) . Functional analysis of the WT M.HhaI has been extensive (9) (10) (11) (12) , including K D DNA determination for a variety of DNA substrates (13;14) . Many structural components of the M.HhaI mechanism have been examined by mutagenesis including Gln 237 which positions itself into the DNA helix and interacts with the lone guanine (15) and Cys 81 which forms a covalent bond to the target cytosine (16) . Other mutational studies have examined protein-phosphate interactions (17) and conserved residues within the AdoMet binding pocket(18). Crystal structures have also been solved for the enzyme bound to its cofactor, enzyme bound to DNA containing modified target bases, and mutant structures have been solved (17;19-21) . These studies have revealed a large loop movement involving residues 80-99 which appears to be induced by the enzyme's binding to the cognate DNA sequence. The binary complex with a non-specific DNA sequence has this loop positioned in the open conformation (22) , seen also in the binary enzyme/AdoMet complex (20) . Moreover, this loop is only seen in the closed conformation in the co-crystal structure containing the tightly bound cognate DNA (19) ; thus, the enzyme appears to follow an induced fit mechanism in which tight 6 DNA binding is coupled to loop movement to the closed conformation and coincidentally, base flipping (14;19 Figure 1 ). In between these two residues, M.HhaI makes an unusual αβ-turn with multiple hydrogen bonds including an internal hydrogen bond between His 127 and Thr
132
(see Figure 1C) . We used alanine substitutions of residues distal from the active site WT and mutant enzymes using native protein fluorescence as previously described (9) .
Briefly, a Perkin-Elmer LS50B luminescence spectrometer was used for fluorescence measurements at room temperature. Excitation slit width was 5 mm, and emission slit width was 7.5 mm. A xenon lamp was used to excite at a wavelength of 280 nm.
Emission spectra were recorded from 320 nm to 430 nm at a scan speed of 100 nm/min. Samples were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes in MR buffer, than loaded onto a pre-run, 12% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Gels were run at 300 V for 150 minutes at room temperature. Gels were exposed to image plates and analyzed using a 
Results
Mutant Design-We used alanine replacements in our study because it is the most common amino acid, is relatively unrestricted in conformation, and has a small and inert side chain (38) . (37) . The burst is caused by the fast processes leading up to and including DNA methylation (k methyltransfer ) followed by a slow and final step of DNA release, which causes the amount of initial product formed at time zero to appear greater than zero(9).
k cat values were obtained from the linear portion of the product versus time profile. The k cat values for all mutants other than Val 121 Ala were similar and close to values previously published for the WT enzyme (0.14 ± 0.02 (s -1 ) (see Table 2 ))(9). Val 121 Ala showed no detectable activity in this assay (see Figure 4 ). [Insert Figure 5 ]
We used an independent measure of k cat to assess the Val 121 Ala mutant (see to be ~400 fold slower than k methylation (10), and we find a similar relationship here (see Figure 8 and Table 2 ). Because the catalytic process is slowed down so dramatically, kinetic studies with the mechanism-based inhibitor, FA M box, provide a more sensitive measure of how M.HhaI mutants are impacted in catalysis. This is seen in Table 2 and were determined by gel mobility shift assay for multiple DNA substrates (see Table 1 and Table 1 and Figure 9 .
WT M.HhaI binds mismatch, abasic, and nicked DNA substrates with stronger affinity than to natural cytosine target sites(13); this is confirmed in the two-fold tighter binding of AB M box DNA versus Abox DNA by the WT enzyme (see Table 1 and Figure   9 ). Interestingly, Superimpositions-RMSD values were calculated for each superimposition shown in Figure 10C and the values all show a small deviation (± 0.079 Å) from the average value of 0.292 Å. RMSD values reflect the similarity in the structures seen in Figure 10C , which also reveals how the two co-crystallized cytosine methyltransferases, M.HhaI and M.HaeIII, have almost identical active sites (see green and blue structures respectively in Figure 10C ). Superimpositions of the M.HhaI structures shows that Arg 165 occupies a position distal from the 5' phosphate for the binary structure with AdoMet and the tertiary structure with an abasic target base (see red and black structures respectively in Figure 10C ).
Discussion
Dynamics studies on M.HhaI show that the extrahelical cytosine within the enzyme's active site has very low B-factors (7). This rigidity is in part due to restricted χ angles of the target base which is critical for the nucleophilic attack by Cys 81 , transfer of the methyl group from the AdoMet cofactor, and hydrogen bonding interactions with Arg 165 and Glu 119 (see Figure 10A and 10B).Val 121 and other nearby residues appear to be important for active site compression and stabilization of the extrahelical cytosine by determining the appropriate χ angle(7). We sought to investigate the importance of Val Table 2 ). All mutants have near WT affinity for AdoMet and, except for Val 121 Ala, have near WT affinity for Abox DNA (see Table 1 Table 2 ). Only in the case of k inactivation , measured with the mechanism-based inhibitor (5-fluorocytosine at the target base, FA M box DNA), is the His 127 Ala mutant ~10-fold slower than the WT enzyme (see Figure 8 and Table 2 ).
FA M box DNA decreases the observed rates for M.HhaI methylation by ~400 fold (see (12); hence, the removal of this cytosine base recovers at least 10 5 fold binding energy (see Table 1 and Figure 9 ). While a definitive mechanistic understanding will require a co-crystal structure of the mutant enzyme/DNA complex, these results have direct bearing on the induced fit mechanisms of DNA binding, base flipping, and loop motions in M.HhaI. [Insert Figure 10 ] An interesting conclusion from our kinetic and thermodynamic data is that prevention of the complete base flipping process is detrimental to DNA binding. Figure   10C ). Thus, Arg 165 does not appear to make critical interactions to stabilize the 5'
phosphate with an abasic DNA substrate which has a tighter affinity than cognate DNA (see Table 1 Figure 10A ) (19) Figure 11 ) that we examined (19;45;49-54) . Figure 11D shows the polar Gln 144 side chain in place of a positively charged residue in our motif. Although positively charged side chains appear frequently at protein-nucleic acid interfaces, the conserved placement in bacterial and human enzymes of hydrophobic and charged residues adjacent to extrahelical bases and phosphates is compelling. Interestingly, the motif includes interactions with phosphates which are 5' and 3' to the target base, implying that no unique interaction to either phosphate is critical to this motif's function. While the mechanism whereby the motif described here functions in either base flipping or stabilization awaits further experiments, it provides a structural signature which supports the previous evolutionary hypothesis (8) . Figure 11 
